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Overlanders who decide to travel the world in a vehicle are going to eventually face a few hard
facts if they want to continue traveling. They need fuel, and it's just going to become more and
more expensive as time progresses. When the dinosaur-age good stuff ceases to exist, so will
our passion and ensuing lifestyle—if we don't innovate we will die. Electric vehicles are
fantastic, so are hydrogen vehicles—if you're into that kind of thing, but they're both limited by
the lack of an efficient and widespread support network.

But earlier this week something interesting happened. The first algae-derived fuel arrived to
consumers—a B20 blend featuring 100% algae-derived SoladieselBD at select Propel gas
stations in California and Washington. Algae, yes the icky green stuff that hopefully isn't in your
drinking water can create oil in the same way that corn can—but not many people are eating
algae (remember corn is a food, and there are starving people.) It's also quite efficient to "grow"
as it only requires salt or brackish water, and the last time I looked at a globe there's a whole lot
of that. Unfortunately it's for diesel vehicles only right now...just one more reason we need more
diesel vehicles....

You can find more information on Soladiesel BD here [ link ] and Propel locations where you
can purchase it here. [link]

What is your sustainable solution to reduce our dependency on oil? How do you integrate that
into your overland vehicle and your trips?

Interact is an opportunity for you to voice your opinion here on the front page. The idea is to
provide a usable resource for the overland community on much-discussed topics through the
comments at the bottom. Please refrain from posting pointless, hateful, and generally idiotic
statements.
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